Viscosity of colloidal suspensions in aqueous gelatin.
The low-shear viscosity eta(0) of colloidal suspensions of acrylic latex or silica in aqueous gelatin has been measured at a temperature above the sol-gel transition. Measurements were made on dilution of a concentrated suspension with water or a gelatin solution. Thus, either the gelatin : colloid ratio was maintained or it was varied at constant aqueous gelatin concentration. Systems were studied with four lime-processed gelatins of different molecular weights at two concentrations of added salt. In addition, the latex particle size and the thickness of the adsorbed gelatin layer were measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) under dilute conditions. The dependence of the low-shear viscosity eta(0) on particle concentration was exponential and did not follow the well-established Krieger-Dougherty model for simple hard-sphere suspensions over the concentration range studied. A simple phenomenological model, eta(0)=eta(o)10(phi(e)/phi(s)), was found to predict the behavior well. Here, eta(o) is the viscosity of a gelatin solution of the corresponding solution concentration, phi(e) is proportional to the volume fraction of the particles, and phi(s) is a scaling factor, which was determined to have a value of 0.85. With this value of phi(s), the dimensions determined from PCS could be used to predict the viscosity values.